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The Chiricahuas
An Ecological Perspective

O

by Kimball Garrett

f the mountain massifs which interrupt the rolling
desert grassland and succulent scrub of the
southeastern sector of Arizona, the Chiricahuas stand
apart—for they best exemplify that mosaic of features
which for years has lured students of the natural world to
this out-of-the-way corner of America. The rich Amerindian
heritage of the region is recalled in the recesses in the
towering cliffs of Cave Creek Canyon—often utilized by the
Apaches. And with some imagination one may still sense
the presence of the famous Apache chieftain in the
geometry of Cochise Head, looming above the Chiricahua
National Monument on the northwest side of the range. As
in much of southeastern Arizona, the heritage of early
western ornithology is written in the life of the mountains.
Herbert Brandt's entertaining account of Arizona
ornithology, Arizona and its Bird Life, tells of the
contributions of the likes of Major Charles Bendire and
Major Elliott Coues—the latter a noted ornithologist serving
in the military, with the dual function of surgeon-naturalist!
The writings of these and other pioneer Arizona naturalists
have an important place in the ornithological literature, and
their names (and often those of their wives, sisters, and
friends) are preserved in our modern nomenclature.
But the past is only a part of the lure of the Chiricahuas
—for here two precious resources abound—unspoiled
scenery and fascinating wildlife. For many of us, the latter
resource translates directly into "life-list potential"—the
motive force behind most of our birding excursions to the
area. But no one who has once visited this unique domain
can ever again consider the Chiricahuas as merely a
stopover on the road to 600 (—or 6000) species.
They are much more than the place to go to see the Mexican
Chickadee. They are a world of their own, deserving of
respectful and leisurely study.
Our concepts of the familiar and the exotic are, of course,
strongly dependent upon our place of residence, and many
of us are guilty of a north-temperate (or even a Southern
Californian) bias in our view of the natural realm. We think
of certain birds as "Arizona specialties"—but, by so
faithfully observing political boundaries, aren't we closing
our eyes to the real biological world? A perusalof The Birds
of the Pine-Oak Woodland of Southern Arizona and Adjacent
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The Mexican race of the Brown Creeper is just one of the many birds that
reach the terminus of their ranges in the Chiricahua Mountains.

Mexico, by Joe Marshall (Pacific Coast Avifauna, No. 32,
1957) may serve to remind us that there is a continuous
turnover of bird species on a north-south gradient through
these ranges that float on the Chihuahuan and Sonoran
Deserts. No magic change occurs at the international
border. Our attention, however, naturally focuses upon
those species which find in these mountains the northern
limits of their ecological or physiological tolerance—the
Coppery-tailed (or Elegant) Trogon, the Mexican Chickadee,
and numerous hummingbirds, flycatchers, and such. But
what of the neotropical birdwatcher venturing northward
for the first time, and encountering that unfamiliar
northerner—the Plain Titmouse? Or the Black-throated
Gray Warbler or Black-chinned Hummingbird, actually on
their breeding grounds in the Chiricahuas? The point is that
while several subtropical and Mexican montane forms reach
their northernmost limits in this region, several northern
forms find their southern limits here too. In fact, the
Chiricahuas mark the southernmost outposts of such
familiar (or exotic) species (depending on your point of
view) as the Red-breasted Nuthatch, Hermit Thrush,
Ruby-crowned Kinglet, Virginia's Warbler, and Western
Tanager.
The simultaneous occurrence of numerous distributional
limits in southeastern Arizona is a consequence of the
collision of several different biotic provinces—a legacy,
ultimately, of the geological and climatological history of
this part of the continent. These biotic provinces have been
variously named and described, but their identities are
Continued Overleaf
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derived primarily from the following broad regions: the
Sonoran Desert, the Chihuahuan Desert, the Sierra Madre
Occidental of Mexico, and the Rocky Mountains. Each
province supports a unique spectrum of habitats, with a
component avifauna that differs from those of the rest.
A he ornithological interest in the Chiricahuas is thus a
result of their peculiar geographical setting—at the junction
of four major biotic provinces. But the appeal of these
mountains is further enhanced by the variety of habitats
they embrace. Two of the peaks (Chiricahua and Flys) rise
to over 9600/ and the uppermost slopes are clad in
coniferous forest, consisting of Douglas-Firs, Englemann
Spruce, and an assortment of pines—notably the
Ponderosa. As one descends in elevation, the proportion of
live oaks increases, and the distinctive pine-oak woodland
community appears. Here stately Apache and Chihuahua
Pines mix with Arizona, Emory, and Silverleaf Oaks, as well
as Alligator Juniper. Still lower, where the pines drop out,
live-oak (or encinal) woodland dominates. In contrast to the
mountains of Southern California, neither chaparral nor
pinyon-juniper woodland is an important vegetation
association in the Chiricahuas. Stream courses are
characterized by the gleaming white-trunked Arizona
Sycamore and by Arizona Cypress, ash, and walnut. At low
elevations the xeric (dry) southslope encinal is peppered
with daggers of yucca and agave; and at the foot of the
mountains, desert grassland with scattered shrubs, yuccas,
and agaves rolls away toward the distant horizon.
To any serious birdwatcher here or elsewhere in
southeastern Arizona it is advantageous to be armed with
Jim Lane's Birder's Guide to Southeastern

Arizona—for

unfailing directions to the unusual birds and birding
localities; and with The Birds of Arizona by Phillips, Marshall,
and Monson—for distributional and ecological information.
Marshall's Birds of the Pine-Oak Woodland also provides a

wealth of interesting ecological knowledge.
I h e drive up the east side of the Chiricahuas through
Cave Creek Canyon to Rustler Park (8400'), owes its
popularity among birdwatchers to the diversity of habitats
the road transects. At nearly any point along the lower
stretches of the canyon one can observe characteristic birds
of riparian and encinal habitats. My favorite meeting of
pine-oak and riparian woodland occurs along the South
Fork of Cave Creek. In the quiet campground here the
Coppery-tailed Trogon frequently nests. Along the road
which winds out of Cave Creek Canyon toward Rustler
Park a subtle transition takes place: from oak woodland
through pine-oak to coniferous forest. Rustler Park itself
consists of a small open meadow kept lush by melting
winter snows and explosive July and August thunderstorms and surrounded by a well-developed forest of pines,
firs, and spruces.
The birdwatcher in the Chiricahuas is in a superb position
to do some ecological sleuthing. The diverse avifauna,
derived from a number of different biotic settings, and the
wide range of habitats and microhabitats available to the
component bird species are elements of a complex
ecological puzzle in which each population somehow excels
at its characteristic occupation(s) and is therefore able to
thrive among its often-unwelcome neighbors. An
understanding of the ecology of a bird species is largely
based on observation of the manner in which that species

utilizes its environment for foraging, nesting, and other
essential activities. In certain cases a species' life-style is so
distinct from those of its neighbors that there can be no
question that its techniques, often highly specialized, free it
from significant competition from other bird species. Thus
we encounter in Cave Creek Canyon the Canyon Wren,
skulking among cliffs and boulders, probing rocky crevices
with its long thin bill; or in the pines of Rustler Park we may
chance upon a nomadic flock of Red Crossbills, skillfully
extracting pine seeds from the cones with their uniquely
modified bills. But in a majority of cases, closer scrutiny is
called for in order to determine how sympatric species
(those residing in the same region) are able to coexist. Often
such an analysis is of a highly statistical nature, hardly
satisfying to the amateur naturalist. But the patient
birdwatcher can ferret out answers to a number of
intriguing ecological questions simply by carefully
observing the significant aspects of the species' morphology
and behavior.
W hat mechanisms permit the coexistence of such an
array of birds in the Chiricahua Mountains? One rough
measure of ecological similarity often employed by avian
ecologists is taxonomic similarity: we would expect
congeneric bird species to fill somewhat similar ecological
niches. Bearing in mind that even entirely unrelated kinds
of birds may potentially compete for some resources, let's
examine (in a very over-simplified way) how certain sets of
Chiricahua birds "sort themselves out" ecologically.
For some, the selection of very different habitats, even
within a small area, is of overriding importance. We find,
for example, Scott's Orioles principally on the dryer
south-facing slopes of the encinal where agaves and yuccas
are numerous, and to a lesser extent in the pine-oak
woodland. The Hooded Oriole, by contrast, is a bird of
riparian woodland in the lower parts of canyons such as
Cave Creek. Similarly, the Common Screech Owl is usually
encountered in open encinal on the lower canyon slopes
and is replaced in denser pine-oak woodland by its
congener, the Whiskered (or Spotted Screech) Owl.
Interestingly, Common Screech Owls expand into pine-oak
woodland in mountain ranges which lack Whiskered Owls,
seemingly confirming suspicions that they potentially
compete for resources. Habitat preferences often result in
altitudinal segregation of species. Hence birds as closely
related and morphologically similar as the Summer and
Hepatic Tanagers probably never encounter one another
during the breeding season (in this case the former species
occupies riparian woodland of the Lower Sonoran Zone,
while the latter is a bird of the pine-oak woodland). On the
average the similar Arizona and Hairy Woodpeckers
segregate altitudinally as well, with the former being lower
in its elevational preference.
Even within a habitat, foraging substrates may differ
markedly between closely-related forms. Black-throated
Gray and Grace's Warblers are both numerous in the
pine-oak woodland above the Southwest Research Station
in Cave Creek Canyon, but the former prefers to glean for
insects in the oaks while the latter performs a similar
function in the pines which intermix with the oaks. In the
case of the White-breasted and Pygmy Nuthatches, different
parts of the same tree may be utilized: the White-breasted
gleans the trunk and larger limbs while its diminutive
relative has a weakness for the smaller branches and twigs.
continued onpg. 7
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The Ov O- G.-A Reminiscence
by Harold Swanton
x\.t the White Log Tavern across from Oakland Tech you
could buy a hamburger for a nickel—if you had a nickel.
Gilmore Blu-Green Gas was 140 a gallon and milk and
bread were a dime at the Piggly Wiggly. You could catch
Spencer Tracy and Loretta Young first run at the Fox
Oakland for a quarter; but mostly you stayed home and
caught Amos 'n Andy or Eddie Cantor for free.
I suppose if they're going to hold a Depression, a good
thing to be is sixteen years old—which we all were, more or
less, on the night we gathered at my house on Broadway
Terrace to found one of the most exclusive and least
prestigious organizations ever: The Oakland Ornithological
Club. There were a dozen of us and we had come to birding
in various ways—through the Boy Scouts, mostly—or as a
legacy from our parents. Actually, though, I am convinced
that birders are born, not made. As Louis Armstrong said
about jazz, "if you got to ask what it is, you'll never, never
know."
We all knew.
So we gathered in October 1931 to solemnly write a
constitution and bylaws, elect officers, fix dues, and discuss
our first, and—as it turned out—only official project: a list
of the birds of Lake Merritt and Lakeside Park. It was given
to the world a year or so later—a four-page folded card that
cost $12 or thereabouts to publish.
There were meetings once a month, and field trips.
Happily, the father of one of the members owned a
hardware store and a Model A delivery truck which would
take nine—three in front and six back-to-back in the rear.
We'd chip in a dollar apiece for gas, take off long before
daylight of a Sunday morning, and do three or four
hundred miles in a day—a fantastic feat in those
pre-freeway times. My yellowing notes record the first trip,
on October 4,1931—to Baumberg marshes, Dumbarton
Bridge, Niles Canyon, and Livermore. The list for the day
was 64 species, and the headliners were a Golden Plover, a
Roadrunner, 15 Avocets, and 5000 unidentified (!) sandpipers.
I must have missed the second trip, but the third one hit
Walnut Creek, Claxton, Byron, and the San Joaquin River.
There were Bitterns and Whistling Swans, White-tailed
Kites, Ferruginous Hawks, assorted rails, and a Gallinule.
Later trips took in Los Banos—then a paradise of marshes
with flocks of Ibis and Fulvous Tree Ducks and breeding
marsh birds—Moss Landing, Monterey, and Soap Lake.
The list included a Holboell or Red-necked Grebe, an Old
Squaw, and fifty or more Fulmars hawking around Cannery
Row: altogether, 92 species for the day.
And between official trips there were after-school
discoveries: a flock of Evening Grosbeaks right next to the
high school one January, wintering Black-throated Gray
Warblers in Mosswood Park, a Wood Duck, and later a
Spotted Owl at Phoenix Lake in Marin County; plus, for
eight or more years, the annual return of the beautiful male
European Widgeon to Lake Merritt. I wrote up one of the
few records of the Snowy Egret on San Francisco Bay for
The Condor, the scholarly organ of the Cooper Club, a few

days after one of the brothers discovered it near the
Richardson's Bay Bridge. They are common now, but they
weren't then. Some things, I suppose, get better.
So it went. I don't recall how many monthly trips we
took, but considering the carbon monoxide in the rear of
that truck it's a wonder we all survived. We'd try to finish
each trip with a milkshake somewhere, and a football
game—with a rolledup sock for a ball.
- f \ s the college years took hold we drifted apart—
distracted by studies and diverging careers—plus, of
course, the wondrous world of girls. A couple of us became
lawyers, one an FBI man, another a professor at Berkeley;
three became teachers, one a winegrower, one joined the
State apparatus in Sacramento, and another settled down as
a Hollywood writer. Inevitably, as the girls took over, there
were kids, the PTA, and mortgage payments.
The Club lapsed into dormacy then—but it had gotten us
through adolescence without drugs or the traumas of
teenage rebellion.
And now, hallelujah! the O.O.C. is getting us through
menopause!
This year, as always, we will gather one weekend in
Yosemite Park. No wives, no kids, just us.
We are all 61 this spring, or thereabouts—but in our
hearts we're all of sixteen. We'll have dinner at the Lodge,
catch up on each other's doings—the campus at Berkeley,
the security system at the P.G. & E., the state of the movie
industry and the Western Pacific Railroad, and the
prospects for a good price for Cabernet Sauvignon.
Some of us have retired now, and there's more time for
birding. Two of us, alas, are gone. But ten are as sound of
wind and limb as one can expect at our time of life, and
then some.
On Saturday we'll take off, maybe up to Tuolumne
Meadows or Glacier Point or Wawona. We'll catch the Black
Swifts around Bridal Veil and the Pileated Woodpecker near
the Lodge, and hopefully find the Great Gray Owl at
Peregoy and the Black-backed Woodpecker at Badger Pass.
As we deploy, binoculars in hand, the pecking order will
remain the same. In the front, Gordon, our peerless leader,
the best and most devoted birder, man and boy, among us.
Then Eddie, who is a very close second; and Howard and
Elm and Morgie; and Failing and Taylor and Bert and I. And
then there's Mike. Though twenty years younger he's a fine
birder—and also a fine doctor. Some years ago we
prudently elected him to the Club.
continued on pg. 4
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Jon Dunn/FIELD NOTES

The Carpodacus Finches
J. he three species of Carpodacus finches—the Cassin's the
Purple, and the House Finch—have caused numerous
problems in field identification. While the species generally
occupy their own separate niches, they overlap enough to
cause considerable confusion, particularly during the
winter. Van Remsen has written an excellent article on the
identification of the Cassin's and Purple Finch (Colorado Field
Ornithologist, No. 25) and much of the material that follows
was drawn from that source.
By far the most widespread of the three finches is the
ubiquitous House Finch, occurring everywhere in Southern
California except the dense montane forests. The male's face
and head are a fairly bright reddish color (sometimes orange
or yellow), with conspicuous streaking throughout the
underparts. The female is a plain brownish color with
uniform streaking underneath. Both sexes have a square-cut
or slightly rounded tail.
The Purple Finch is considerably less numerous than the
House Finch, but the species is fairly common during the
breeding season on the coastal slope of the mountains. In
the northern part of our region the birds may even be found
nesting close to sea level—in very moist coastal canyons.
During winter their occurrence is irregular: some winters
they are common in the lowlands, and in others they are
almost absent. The Purple Finch has a larger, thicker bill than
the House Finch, and it also has a distinctly notched tail (as
does the Cassin's). The female is a darker, more contrasty
bird than the female House Finch, with a very dark brown
ear patch, bordered by a pale superciliary. The streaking
underneath is also much heavier and darker than on the
House Finch, and the pale whitish belly contrasts sharply
with the flank streaking. The male Purple Finch has an
overall more extensive and richer burgundy color, and it lacks
prominent streaking on the underparts (though there may be
faint streaking along the flanks). Both the Cassin's and the
Purple Finch fly in a more undulating manner (like a
goldfinch), while the House Finch has a more direct flight.
The flight note of the Purple Finch, a Redwing-like pit, is
very unlike the notes of the House Finch. When perched,
the Purple Finch frequently gives a musical chu-will-ee note
that is more patterned than the random notes of the House
Finch. The song is also louder and richer than that of the
latter species.
The Cassin's Finch is restricted to the high mountains in
Southern California (south through the San Jacintos to
Santa Rosa Mt.). Occasionally during the winter the birds
descend along the desert slopes, but they are almost
accidental on the coast, and I suspect that nearly every
report from the coastal lowlands is in error. The diagnostic
mark that separates this species from the very similar
Purple Finch is the streaked rather than plain undertail
coverts (more prominent on the female). The bill of the
Cassin's, while having the bulk of that of the Purple, is
longer, giving it more of a siskin-like appearance. The
underparts of the female Cassin's are more finely and
faintly streaked, and while there is usually some indication
of an ear patch, it is usually much less distinct than that of
the Purple. The upperparts of the female Cassin's are of a
paler grayish-brown hue (chocolate brown on the female
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Purple), with more distinct streaking on the back. The male
Cassin's is more of a rosy-red color, and the shading is much
less extensive than on the Purple Finch, giving the
underparts a much paler appearance. The color is
essentially confined to the cap, setting off a bright red crown
that contrasts sharply with the brown nape. The back is
largely a pale grayish brown with Very distinct dark brown
stripes, and the rump is a dull grayish-brown. (On the
Purple Finch the burgundy hue extends from the crown to
the nape, and even through the back and the rump. The
back streaking is also much less distinct.) The flight note of
the Cassin's., a whistled che-wheet, is very unlike the pit note
of the Purple, and the species is less vocal while flying than
the Purple, which calls constantly in flight. The song of the
Cassin's is also less rich and patterned—more like that of a
goldfinch. ^
O . \J-
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The chemistry will be just what it was 45 years ago—the
same old jokes, the same shying of rocks at a pendulous
sugarpine cone, the same exultation as we discover a Pine
Grosbeak or a Crossbill or a Goshawk.
Alas, no milkshakes (cholesterol) or football game, but
aside from that, as we charge across the meadow or track a
hawk overhead, or argue over a warbler's song, we'll be
right back in the fun-filled Depression—sixteen, all of us,
right down to the socks.
Thomas Wolfe was wrong. You Can Go Home Again. ^
Harold Swanton is a motion picture and television writer who drifted into
show business after studying Zoology at UC-Berkeley.
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Jean Brandt

BIRDING at Mt. Pinos

when you emerge into the bare rocky area near the summit
(8,831'), look for Lawrence's Goldfinches and Vesper
Sparrows. The Condor Lookout is located at the end of the
road, and offers an exhilirating 360° panoramic view. Both
Mountain and Western Bluebirds are found here, plus Rock
Wrens and Clark's Nutcrackers. Eagles are always a
possibility—and, of course: Condors. After mid-day is the
best time for the Condors, so you may spend a leisurely
morning birding your way up the mountain, and with luck
see the Condor after lunch. *
Camping is good at McGill and Mt. Pinos campgrounds,
and full facilities are available in nearby Gorman, on
Interstate 5. An LAAS Field Trip to Mt. Pinos is scheduled
for June 13th. See the CALENDAR page for details. Good
birdingl

\j^

*Don't be disappointed if the Condor lets you down. They are no longer as
dependable on Mt. Pinos as they were in past years. John Borneman, the
Audubon Condor Naturalist, can usually direct you to the best spot. Write
to him at 1971 So. Victoria Ave., Ventura, Calif. 93003; or phone him at
805-644-3789.

-f*. t all times of the year a trip to Mt. Pinos offers excellent
binding—for the route to the summit traverses four distinct
life zones, each with its own characteristic avian community. Although August is the best month for the
California Condor, June is an ideal time for hummingbirds,
flycatchers, and sparrows. Go north on Interstate 5 about
sixty miles to the Frazier Park turnoff (el. 4750'), and as you
pass through the town watch for Purple Martins flying
above the small pond by the road. Just beyond the town,
turn right on Cuddy Valley Rd., and watch for Pinyon Jays
and Sage Thrashers.
At the junction with Mil Potrero Rd., park and do some
exploring on foot. West of the road in the low sage, listen
for singing Lazuli Buntings and both Brewer's and
Black-chinned Sparrows (birds of the Upper Sonoran Zone).
Across the road, in the large stand of trees, you may find
Pygmy Nuthatches, Brown Creepers, Chipping Sparrows,
and both Cassin's and Purple Finches (birds of the
Transition Zone). As you drive up the mountain, keep a
lookout for Mountain Quail.
The first campground is McGill, which has Steller's Jays,
White-headed Woodpeckers, and possibly Pygmy Owls.
Across from the entrance to McGill and up the road about
X
A mile there is a ravine to your left which may have all
three goldfinches, Townsend's Solitaires, Hairy
Woodpeckers, and Saw Whet Owls.
Driving on up the hill you next come to Fir Ridge Rd., an
unimproved dirt track about xk mile long. At the end of this
road you might find both Williamson's and Red-naped
Sapsuckers. Continue to the end of the paved road and
park at Iris Meadows (in the lush woodlands of the
Canadian Zone). Calliope Hummingbirds nest here, as do
Dusky Flycatchers, Green-tailed Towhees, and Fox
Sparrows. Red Crossbills have been found here, and the
stream below the meadows should be checked for warblers.
The dirt road from here to the Condor Lookout can be
very rough, and is closed during winter. However, in
summer autos and campers can drive it with caution. As
you drive through the trees, watch for Pygmy Owls, and

A Day At Century Ranch

Los Angeles Audubon

pi anc
Sunday, June 20
9:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.
Bring your Family. Bring Your Friends.
Bring a Picnic Lunch.
•
Beer and Soft Drinks 10£
Jon Dunn, Sandy Wohlgemuth, and Herb and Olga Clarke
will lead field trips through the area, beginning at 9:00
a.m.—and at 4:00 p.m. Dave Brown will lead a walk
through the adjacent Reagan property. A great opportunity
for novice birders to see the best of our local birds—and a
chance for one and all to explore a great new birding locale.
Take Los Virgenes Rd. south off the Ventura Fwy. and turn
right into the ranch, a short distance beyond Mulholland
Hwy.
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Shumway Suffel

BIRDS of the Season
une affords us an opportunity to relax a bit
between the exciting days of spring migration and
our long-awaited summer vacations, many of
which will have birding as a major objective. If you are rare
bird oriented, however, you may have to wait a week or so
to relax, as early June generally brings us the rarest birds of
the year. These are the lost birds, off course and late, the
stragglers known as "vagrants" so often cited in this
column. Rare birding is a "needle in the haystack"
proposition. If you find one you've had a good day; if you
find more than one, it's cause for a celebration!
In late April, as this is written, the migration is just
getting underway in earnest. Birding at Morongo was very
dull from mid to late April; Kelso, on April 24, was as quiet
as the Cardiffs had ever seen it—though they did find a
Painted Redstart there; Death Valley had virtually no
migrants by mid-month (Harry Kreuger); and the coastal
canyons were "uninteresting" (Ed Navojosky). Then on the
25th, Santa Barbara Island had nine species of warblers,
including Hermits, and many other migrants (LAAS trip);
Placerita Canyon was "swarming with migrants" on the
26th, including over a hundred Hermit Warblers (Sandy
and Marge Wohlgemuth); and now (on April 28th) I am
unable to concentrate on my writing because the live oak
outside my window is alive with warblers—Wilson's,
Nashville, and Yellow, plus singing Solitary and Warbling
Vireos, and a Western Flycatcher flitting about in the
weeping birches. Obviously, the migration is in full swing!
Among the reports received in April are many "firsts" for
the spring, most of which seem later than in past years. On
March 28, John Schmidt counted 76 White Pelicans and
about 25 Turkey Vultures overhead at Bear Creek in the
heart of the San Gabriel Mts. This is a traditional migration
route for Pelicans en route to the Great Basin—and I well
remember in the mid-twenties watching hundreds of the
birds wheeling in a great spiral to gain altitude to top 5710'
Mt. Wilson.
Several L.A. Auduboners made the long trek to see the
Sage Grouse on its strutting grounds above Lake Crowley
(north of Bishop); and this year their efforts proved
successful. But Peppy Van Essen had some pluses—a flock
of 12 Red Crossbills on a nearby hill and a Swainsori's
Hawk at the Hot Creek Fish Hatchery. The only report of a
Solitary Sandpiper comes from the Brodkins and Bruce
Broadbooks, who found one at Yucca Valley on April 24.
Three Western Sandpipers feeding actively on the lawn of
the Kelso R. R. Station were a surprise to the Cardiffs.
Phalaropes should be moving through by May 1, but our
only reports are of a Wilson's at Malibu Lagoon on April 17
(Olga Clarke), and a few Reds on the LAAS pelagic trip
April 25. A white immature Glaucous Gull was discovered
at Upper Newport Bay on April 8 by Laurette Maisel. It
should be noted, as Jon Dunn pointed out, that many first
winter Glaucous Gulls, particularly in the spring, are almost
white—"some pale first year birds may be generally paler
than some second years." (British Birds). If it has a dark eye
and a sharply-divided bicolor bill it's almost surely a first

year bird. (Ed. Note: The illustration in the April TANAGER
was misleading in this respect). The final word on the
Kittiwake invasion this winter is Shirley Wells' report of
more than 500 of the birds at King Harbor, Redondo Beach
on April 30.
n early Vaux's Swift was seen at Malibu on April 17 by
the Clarkes, and Bill Mack studied a small dark swift which
he thinks might be a Chimney at the South Coast Botanic
Gardens on April 18. Unfortunately, the pictures of the
hummingbird in Ojai—which was thought to be a
White-eared—were lost; but the description sounds more
like that of a Broad-tailed, according to Guy McCaskie.
Apparently the only Lewis' Woodpecker reported since last
fall was the one at Caspers Park, east of Capistrano, seen on
the LAAS trip March 21, and again on April 8 by Bill Mack.
An adult Scissor-tailed Flycatcher spent April 8-9 in a
Ventura garden according to the Laings, who live nearby.
The first Western Wood Peweee was in the Broadbooks'
Westchester garden on April 25. An early Bank Swallow
was seen by the Brodkins with other swallows at Benton's
Hot Springs, Mono County, on April 2. Steller's Jays
sometimes invade the lowlands in winter, but seldom as late
as April 21, the date when Dorothy Baxter saw one in
Arcadia.
The Winter Wrens found on the LAAS trip to Santa Anita
Canyon on April 3 were still there on the 17th (Bruce B.),
but could not be found thereafter. Both LeConte's and
Bendire's Thrashers were seen in Cedar Canyon near Cima
on April 24. The first report of a Swainson's Thrush comes
from Valyermo on April 24 (Ed N.). Only two vagrant
warblers were reported—the Painted Redstart at Kelso, and
a male Blackpoll Warbler in Placerita Canyon on April 18
sighted by Ellen Stephenson, who is familiar with this
warbler from many years of eastern birding. Lucy's
Warblers arrived in Amargosa Canyon, Inyo County, in late
March, according to Jan Tarble, who had 5 or 6 singing
males there; and Lucy's were along the Colorado River near
Needles by April 3 (Hank and Priscilla Brodkin). But as of
May 1 they had not yet been found at Morongo Valley. The
first Yellow-breasted Chat was heard and later seen at
Morongo on April 19. Rusty Blackbirds are rare in fall and
winter, but even rarer in spring, so the one photographed
by Van Remsen at Kelso on March 25 is particularly
noteworthy. Bill Mack started the month of May off with a
pair of Summer Tanagers at Mojave Narrows Park near
Victorville. Their presence is particularly interesting as a
possible indication of a new nesting location. Our first
report of a Blue Grosbeak came from the Brodkins near
Capistrano on April 11, and a single Lazuli Bunting was
seen on the golf course at Yucca Valley on April 18.
X ast comments on that exhausting exercise which birders
know as "The Big Day" did not deter four intrepid young
men—Van Remsen, Kimball Garrett, Jon Dunn, and Paul
Lehman—from taking a crack at the record for the largest
number of species seen by at least 95% of the observers in
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the party during a 24-hour period. With them, as recorder,
was our Editor's wife, Terry Clark—who should have
known better. The group started at midnight April 25,
owling on Mt. Palomar, then greeted the dawn at Finney
Lake, did the Salton Sea for specialties, backtracked over
the mountains for staked-out lowland species, and finally
wound up after dark identifying silhouettes over the Pacific
Ocean. Interestingly, three "easy" birds were missed—the
Downy Woodpecker, Canyon Wren, and Yellow-breasted
Chat—but the final count was still a record-breaking
207—proof of the skill of the birding team and one more
confirmation of Southern California's status as one of the
hottest birding spots in the nation. A detailed account of
how it was done will be featured in the July-August issue of
the TANAGER.
Early June is prime time for vagrants. But where do you
go to find them? Precisely the places where you found the
regular migrants in April and May, with extra emphasis
upon the desert oases and the offshore islands—the
"traps" which concentrate birds because of limited habitat.
For shorebirds try the north end of the Salton Sea, where
many rarities have been found, including the Semipalmated
Curlew and the White-rumped Sandpiper. The Colorado
River above Yuma is the best place in California for several
specialties, including the Yellow-billed Cuckoo, Black Rail,
Gila Woodpecker, Bronzed Cowbird, and Lucy's Warbler.
Inyo County has several well-birded vagrant traps, among
them Furnace Creek Ranch, Scotty's Castle, Oasis, and
Deep Springs. Please note, however, that Deep Spring
College plans a convention on June 10-13, and an Alumni
Reunion over Labor Day weekend. Please do not plan to bird
Deep Springs on either of these weekends. The College has been
most hospitable to birders in the past, and we hope to
maintain these good relations in the future. L^

C h i r i c a h u a s coned from pg. 2
jfVround the cottages in Cave Creek Canyon, the dazzling
array of hummingbirds is a major attraction. But it must be
remembered that the free-flowing nectar they obtain here in
abundance masks their peculiar natural preferences. Only
by wandering far from the artificial feeding stations can one
understand the true niche of the Rivoli's, Blue-throated,
Broad-billed, Broad-tailed, and other hummingbirds—
though in their native haunts the birds may be encountered
less often.
Congeners (species belonging to the same genus) in the
same habitat may achieve stable neighborly relations by
virtue of differences in size—and a resulting difference in
the average size of prey captured. The Cooper's Hawk and
Goshawk have often nested close together in upper Madera
Canyon (to the west of the Chiricahuas in the Santa Rita
Mountains)—a situation which may also prevail in the
upper reaches of the Chiricahuas. The hunting techniques
of the two species are similar, but the larger Goshawk takes
larger prey (even Band-tailed Pigeons). Interestingly, for
each of these species, a significant size differential exists
between the sexes, a factor which undoubtedly acts in the
same fashion to reduce the level of intra-specific
competition. Another size-sequence is seen in the Myiarchus
flycatchers: the Wied's Crested, Ash-throated, and
Olivaceous. All three can be found on the slopes of the
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middle stretches of Cave Creek Canyon, and though the
average habitat preference of each differs from the others,
they are often encountered foraging in the same trees. Here
size differences probably determine not only the average
size of insects captured, but the location under the canopy
of the trees where foraging takes place.
D irds, however, are occupied with more than simply
finding food. In the Chiricahuan springtime, locating an
appropriate nest site and constructing a suitable nest are
tasks of vital importance. Consider the relationship between
woodpeckers, most of which excavate new nest cavities
annually, and those birds (and mammals) which depend for
nest sites on the woodpecker's previous efforts. Screech
Owls, Coppery-tailed Trogons, many flycatchers, Violetgreen Swallows, bluebirds, titmice, and nuthatches—to
name only a few—frequently utilize old woodpecker
cavities, and devote considerable energy and time to finding
a site of adequate dimensions, in the proper state of repair.
Their challenge is only worsened by the presence of the
Starling, a notoriously aggressive cavity usurper.
In at least one case, closely-related Chiricahuan species
have evolved very different modes of social organization
which have importantly influenced their life-styles. The
Scrub Jay is an uncommon bird of xeric brushlands in the
Chiricahuas. As in much of the western United States, these
jays nest in pairs, and are often encountered as such. By
contrast, the Mexican Jay is a common bird of oak
woodlands through the mountains, travelling, even in the
breeding season, in groups of between eight and twenty
birds. The individuals of these groups cooperatively aid in
raising the young from only a couple of nests.
A he birdwatcher-turned-ecologist who has travelled
through the isolated mountain massifs of southeastern
Arizona can make a larger-scale comparison between the
bird communities in similar habitats on separate mountain
ranges. What happens when certain species are absent and
new ones are present? How, for example, do the four
species of titmice and chickadees (genus Parus) behave
ecologically when present in different combinations on
different mountains? The wealth of such riddles should
provide ample stimulation for the interested observer.
The world opened up to the birdwatcher is one of
limitless challenge, both sporting and intellectual. Any tract
of land, be it in our own backyard or in unspoiled,
unfamiliar wilderness, evokes penetrating questions for the
amateur naturalist concerning the biology and evolution of
the life forms he or she chooses to study. The Chiricahua
Mountains, crowning Arizona's southeastern corner, can
turn the bird-finder into an avowed and incurable
bird-watcher, a true student of the complexity and diversity
of living creatures.
^
Kimball Garrett is a graduate student in Ornithology at UCLA. He is
conducting a one-week UCLA field study course: The Birds of

Southeastern Arizona/The Chiricahua Mountains (Biology X401.7),
from June 27 to July 3rd. Information concerning enrollment may be
obtained from the University Extension Office: 213-825-3839.

Tanager Schedule
There will be no TANAGER in July. The next issue, covering
July and August, will be mailed the last week in July.
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CALENDAR
Los Angeles Audiibon Headquarters, Library, Bookstore, and
Nature Museum are located at Audubon House, Plummer
Park, 7377 Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles 90046. Telephone:
876-0202. Hours: 10-3, Monday through Friday.

THURSDAY, JUNE 3—Pelagic Trip to Santa Barbara Island.
Details are in the May TANAGER. If anyone wishes information on
space availability or last-minute reservations, please call Ed
Navojosky at 938-9766, or Joann Gabbard at 395-1911.
THURSDAY, JUNE 3—Executive Board Meeting, 8:00 p.m.,
Audubon House.
SUNDAY, JUNE 6—Whittier Narrows Nature Center. If you
haven't yet seen the exciting results of our efforts to assure the
establishment of new freshwater habitat here, now is the time to do
so. The development of the New Lakes Area in 18 months has been
remarkable, and many interesting birds have been recorded from
the area. This is also an opportunity for new birders to become
familiar with the riparian and woodland birds which nest in the
Sanctuary—including our only local Cardinal. Meet at 8:00 a.m. at
the Center. Drive east on the Pomona Fwy. (60) to the Santa Anita
offramp; turn south (right) on Santa Anita to Durfee Ave; turn east
(left) on Durfee to the Nature Center (1000 No. Durfee Ave., El
Monte). Leader: Nature Center Biologist, David Foster. 791-3084.
MONDAY, JUNE 7—Cold Creek Canyon-Murphy Preserve. Meet
at 8:30 a.m. Take the Ventura Fwy (101) west to Topanga Canyon.
Exit south and drive to Mulholland Hwy. Turn right to Mulholland
Drive, and bear right. Drive approx. 5 miles to Stunt Road; turn left
and drive about 2 miles. The road makes a sharp curve to the right,
and on the left side is the chain-link fence and gate to the Murphy
Preserve. The Preserve (owned by Nature Conservancy) features
fine examples of chaparral, coastal sage, and riparian woodland. A
two hour stroll through the area is an ideal way to encounter the
full complement of our chaparral and woodland birds. Leader: to be
announced on the Bird Report tape, 874-1318.
TUESDAY, JUNE 8—Evening Meeting, 8:00 p.m., Plummer Park.
Everyone welcome. John and Barbara Hopper will present an
illustrated program entitled, "Birding in Botswana." Barbara
Hopper is Prof, of Biology at Pierce College, and her husband
teaches Biology in the L. A. School District. As birders and
naturalists, they have travelled widely throughout the world.

SATURDAY-SUNDAY, JUNE 12,13—Greenhorn Mountain. This is
an overnight camping trip and will involve about 350 miles of
driving, but the excursion promises some of the best mountain
birding in Southern California—in a truly spectacular setting. Meet
at 8:00 a.m. at Rancho Bakersfield. From Rte. 99 take the 24th St.
offramp east about 15 blocks to H. St.; turn left (north) on H, which
runs directly into Rancho Bakersfield, located on old Hwy. 99
(business). Motels are available in Kernville, 15 miles east of
Greenhorn. Leader: John MacDonald. 714-536-4001.
SUNDAY, JUNE 13—Mt. Pinos. The trip will begin in the fields at
the base of the mountain, where Brewer's Sparrows, Black-chinned
Sparrows, and Lazuli Buntings may be seen. At Iris Meadows the
Dusky Flycatcher and Calliope Hummingbird are found, and at the
top, Condors will be looked for. Meet at 8:30 a.m. Take Interstate 5
north to Frazier Park offramp; go west past the town of Frazier
Park to Cuddy Valley Rd.; continue on Cuddy Valley Rd. to the
fork. The group will meet here by the meadow. Leader: Phil Sayre.
288-0545.
SUNDAY, JUNE 20—Annual Picnic: A Day at Century Ranch. A
day of birding and conviviality, plus a preview look at the new
State Park in Malibu Canyon! Century Ranch is located in lush oak
woodland along Malibu Creek and it supports a number of
interesting nesting species. Jon Dunn, Sandy Wohlgemuth, and
Herb and Olga Clarke will lead field trips through the area,
commencing at 9:00 a.m.,—and at 4:00 p.m. Dave Brown of the
Sierra Club's Santa Monica Mtns. Task Force will lead a walk
through the adjacent Reagan property, (scheduled to be classified
in the near future). Bring a picnic lunch, bring your kids, and bring
your friends. Beer and soft drinks lOfZ. After lunch, Dave Brown
will outline the plans for the future of the Park. Take Ventura Fwy
(101) to Los Virgenes Rd. exit, and drive south through the canyon
to the Century Ranch road—on the right, a short distance beyond
the intersection with Mulholland Hwy.

Need a Ride?
Sylvia Kramer has volunteered to establish a ride-sharing service
for those who need a ride or are willing to share a ride to LAAS
field trips. Those interested should leave their numbers with Sylvia
(886-2687). She'll put riders and drivers in touch on a sharedexpense basis.

Birds Have Rights Too
Only a handful of Black Hawks nest in the U.S., and one pair of these spectacular birds is at Nature Conservancy's Sonoita Creek Sanctuary
near Patagonia, Arizona. However, because birders play tape recordings under the nest, no young have been fledged at this site in three
years.
The rare visit of the Bar-tailed Godwit to Ballona Creek gave many of us a life bird. It was easily seen by all, but as time went by it grew
progressively more skittish. Then a report reached Audubon House of birders tossing stones at the bird in an effort to make it fly. Perhaps
because of such harrassment, it may have departed prematurely, thus denying many birders a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to see it.
These are just two of the reports we have heard of overly-zealous birders disturbing birds. Because of the ever increasing numbers
participating in the sport of birdwatching, it seems in order to remind ourselves that we must be more restrained and cautious in our
endeavors to see the birds—particularly the rare and endangered species. Especially when we are out in the field at this time of year, during
nesting season, we should remember that the birds have the right to be spared undue annoyance. By respecting the rights of the birds, we
can insure that they will remain for us all to enjoy for many years to come.
Ed Navojosky
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NORTH AMERICA
GENERAL FIELD GUIDES
BIRDS OF NORTH AMERICA, Robbins

(soft cover)

4.95

6.95

CANADA
BIRDS OF CANADA, Godfrey
BIRDS OF CHURCHILL REGION (Manitoba), Jehl
BIRDS OF VANCOUVER ISLAND, Stirling

24.00
2.95
1.50

EAST
AUDUBON LAND BIRD GUIDE, Pough...
:
AUDUBON WATER BIRD GUIDE, Pough
*BIRDS OF THE EASTERN FOREST
(vols 1 & 2), Lansdowne
ea.
*BIRDSOFTHE NORTHERN FOREST, Lansdowne
*BIRDS OF THE WESTERN FOREST,
Lansdowne (fall or winter)
FIELD GUIDE TO THE BIRDS
(Eastern), Peterson
4.95
HANDBOOK OF BIRDS OF EASTERN
NORTH AMERICA, Chapman
BIRDER'S GUIDE TO MINNESOTA, Eckert
*MANUAL FOR IDENTIFICATION OF BIRDS OF
MINNESOTA & NEIGHBORING STATES, Roberts
GUIDE TO FINDING BIRDS IN THE
ST. LOUIS AREA, Anderson
FIELD LIST OF BIRDS OF THE DELAWARE
VALLEY REGION, D.V.O.C
FIELD TRIP GUIDE (New Jersey), Summit Nature Club
"PENNSYLVANIA BIRDS, Poole

5.95
7.95
25.00
25.00

6.95
4.50
4.00
4.50
2.00
1.00
2.25
4.00

WEST
BIRD-FINDING IN INTERIOR & SOUTHCENTRAL ALASKA, A.O.S
BIRDS OF ARIZONA, Phillips
BIRDWATCHER'S GUIDE TO SOUTHEASTERN
ARIZONA, Lane
BIRDS OF CALIFORNIA, Small
BIRDS OF POINT LOBOS (Monterey),M. P. A.S
BIRDS OF SAN DIEGO CO. (Calif.), San Diego Museum
BIRDS OF THE SANTA BARBARA REGION, Metcalf
ANNOTATED FIELD LIST BIRDS OF SO. CALIF.,
Pyle/Small
BIRDER'S GUIDE TO SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA, Lane
BIRDING LOCATIONS IN AND AROUND
LOS ANGELES (Calif.), Brandt
BIRDER'S GUIDE TO EASTERN COLORADO, Lane
PICTORIAL CHECKLIST OF COLORADO BIRDS,
Bailey/Niedrach
BIRDS OF HAWAII, Munro
HAWAIIAN BIRDLIFE, Berger
HAWAII'S BIRDS, H.A.S
*NEW MEXICO BIRDS & WHERE TO FIND THEM, Ligon
BIRDS OF THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST (Oregon),
Gabrielson/Jewett
BIRDS OF THE PACIFIC STATES, Hoffman ,.
BIRDS OF BIG BEND NAT'L PARK & VICINITY, Wauer
BIRDS OF THE RIO GRANDE DELTA REGION, Davis
BIRDER'S GUIDE TO THE RIO GRANDE
VALLEY OF TEXAS, Lane
BIRDER'S GUIDE TO THE TEXAS COAST, Lane
FIELD GUIDE TO THE BIRDS OF TEXAS, Peterson

3.00
17.50
3.00
12.50
75
2.00
1.50

UTAH BIRDS, Behle/Perry
BIRDS OF ZION NAT'L PARK & VICINITY, Wauer/Carter
GUIDE TO BIRD FINDING IN WASHINGTON, Wahl/Paulson
FIELD GUIDE TO WESTERN BIRDS, Peterson
4.95

3.50
1.00
3.50
6.95

FOREIGN GUIDE BOOKS
AFRICA
FIELD GUIDE TO BIRDS OF EAST & CENTRAL AFRICA,
Williams
FIELD GUIDE TO NATIONAL PARKS OF EAST AFRICA,
Williams
BIRDS OF NORTH AFRICA, Etchecopar/Hue
BIRDS OF SEYCHELLES & OUTLYING ISLANDS, Penny
BIRDS OF SOUTH AFRICA, Roberts
AFRICAN HANDBOOK: BIRDS OF SOUTHERN THIRD OF
AFRICA, Mackworth-Praed/Grant (Series 2, vol 1)
FIELD GUIDE TO BIRDS OF SOUTHERN AFRICA, Prozosky
FIELD GUIDE TO BIRDS OF WEST AFRICA, Serle/Morel (July)
BIRDS OF WEST & EQUATORIAL AFRICA, Bannerman (2 vols)
AFRICAN HANDBOOK: BIRDS OF WEST CENT. & WESTERN
AFRICA, Mackworth-Praed/Grant (Series 3, Vol 2)

8.95
8.50
29.50
11.95
16.50
20.00
6.95
:38.50
30.00

ASIA
GUIDE TO THE BIRDS OF CEYLON, Henry
11.50
HONG KONG BIRDS, Herklots
12.25
INDIAN HILL BIRDS, Ali
11.50
HANDBOOK OF BIRDS OF INDIA & PAKISTAN, ETC.,
Ali (vols 2-10)
ea. 17.95 to 22.95
BIRDS OF JAPAN, Kobayashi
..15.50
BIRDS OF KOREA, Gore/Won
19.50
BIRDS OF THE MALAY PENINSULA, Glenister
12.00
COMMON BIRDS OF THE MALAY PENINSULA, Tweedie
: 4.50
BIRDS OF THE PHILIPPINES, duPont
,
35.00
FIELD GUIDE TO BIRDS OF SOUTH-EAST ASIA, King
17.50
BIRDS OF SOUTH VIETNAM, Wiidash
8.50
*BIRDS OF THE SOVIET UNION, Dement'ev et al (7 vols)
150.00
GUIDE TO THE BIRDS OF TAIWAN, Severinghaus
5.75
BIRD GUIDE OF THAILAND, Lekagul/Cronin
11.00

1.00

1.50
3.25
12.50
8.95
15.00
3.00
10.00
5.75
7.95
4.95
2.00

3.50
8.95

*Special order only. Allow 8 weeks for delivery.
Approximate price. No discount on these items.

FINDING BIRDS IN MEXICO, Edwards
7.95
FINDING BIRDS IN WESTERN MEXICO, Alden
5.95
SPECIES OF MIDDLE AMERICAN BIRDS, Eisenmann
3.50
BIRDS OF THE REPUBLIC OF PANAMA, Wetmore (3 vols) ...12.50-15.00
FINDING BIRDS IN PANAMA, Edwards
4.00
LAS AVES DE TIKAL (Spanish), Smithe
10.00
BIRDS OF TIKAL (English), Smithe
15.95

SOUTH AMERICA
AVES ARGENTINAS Y SUDAMERICANAS, Vigil (Spanish)
BIRDS OF CHILE (2 vol set) Johnson
BIRDS OF CHILE (Supplement), Johnson
DARWIN'S ISLANDS, Thornton
FIELD GUIDE TO BIRDS OF GALAPAGOS, Harris
BIRDS OF GUYANA, Snyder
BIRDS OF THE DEPT. OF LIMA, PERU, Koepke
LAS AVES SUDAMERICANAS (Spanish) (vol. 1), Olrog
GUIDE TO BIRDS OF SOUTH AMERICA, de Schauensee
SPECIES OF BIRDS OF SOUTH AMERICA WITH THEIR
DISTRIBUTION, de Schauensee

20.00
44.00
11.50
7.50
10.95
6.00
4.95
20.00
20.00
11.00

GENERAL BIRD REFERENCES
ATTRACTING BIRDS TO YOUR GARDEN, Sunset
2.45
BIRD BEHAVIOR, Sparks
3.95
FAMILIES OF BIRDS, Austin/Singer
1.95
FUNDAMENTALS OF ORNITHOLOGY, Van Tyne/Berger (Revised
Edition)
LIFE OF BIRDS, Welty (Revised Edition)
ORIG. WATER-COLOR PAINTINGS BY J. J. AUDUBON
FOR THE BIRDS OF AMERICA (2 vols boxed)
.....38.00
ORNITHOLOGY IN LABORATORY & FIELD, Pettingill, Jr....
15.00
•WORDS FOR BIRDS, Gruson
9.95

SPECIFIC BIRD INFORMATION
AUSTRALASIA
AUSTRALIAN FLYCATCHERS, Officer
6.95
AUSTRALIAN WARBLERS, McCill
5.95
BIRDS OF AUSTRALIA, McDonald/Slater
35.00
FIELD GUIDE TO AUSTRALIAN BIRDS, Slater (2 vols)
ea. 12.50
BIRDS OF FIJI IN COLOUR, Belcher
:
4.95
FIELD GUIDE TO FIJI BIRDS, Mercer
1.50
NEW ZEALAND ALBATROSSES & PETRELS, Harper/Kinsky
3.95
FIELD GUIDE TO THE BIRDS OF NEW ZEALAND, Falla
10.50
IN SEARCH OF BIRDS IN NEW ZEALAND,
McKenzie
11.95
SMALL BIRDS OF THE NEW ZEALAND BUSH, Power
3.95
BIRDS OF FRENCH POLYNESIA: TAHITI, Bruner
3.50
SOUTH PACIFIC BIRDS, duPont
24.95

EUROPE & MIDDLE EAST
WHERETO WATCH BIRDS (England), Gooders
FIELD GUIDE TO BIRDS OF BRITAIN & EUROPE
WITH NO. AFRICA & MIDDLE EAST, Heinzel et al
FIELD GUIDE TO BIRDS OF BRITAIN & EUROPE, Peterson...
HANDBOOK OF BIRDS OF CYPRUS, Bannerman
WHERETO WATCH BIRDS IN EUROPE, Gooders
DONANA (Spain), Fernandez

10.00

8.95
9.95
10.00
25.00

CARIBBEAN
FIELD GUIDE TO BIRDS OF THE BAHAMAS, Brudenell-Bruce..10.95
FINDING BIRDS IN TRINIDAD & TOBAGO, Heintzelman
3.25
BIRDS OF THE WEST INDIES, Bond
8.95
BIRDS OF TRINIDAD & TOBAGO, ffrench (if available)
20.00

MIDDLE AMERICA
BIRDS OF GUATEMALA, Land
DISTRIBUTIONAL SURVEY OF BIRDS OF HONDURAS,
Monroe
i
FIELD GUIDE TO BIRDS OF MEXICO,
Edwards (while available)
FIELD GUIDE TO BIRDS OF MEXICO & CENTRAL AMERICA,
Davis
6.50
FIELD GUIDE TO MEXICAN BIRDS & ADJACENT
CENTRAL AMERICA, Peterson

10.00

8.50
10.00
8.95

BIRDS OF PARADISE & BOWER BIRDS, Gilliard
20.00
MAN & THE CALIFORNIA CONDOR, McMillan
6.95
CURRENT STATUS/WELFARE OF THE CALIF. CONDOR, N.A.S
3.00
CRANES OF THE WORLD, Walkinshaw
25.00
CURASSOWS & RELATED BIRDS, Delacour/Amadon
27.50
DUCKS, GEESE & SWANS OF NORTH AMERICA, Kortright (1976) .12.95
DUCKS AT A DISTANCE, Hinds
75
GROUSE & QUAILS OF NORTH AMERICA, Johnsgard
25.00
LIFE OF THE HUMMINGBIRD, Skutch
9.95
LIFE HISTORIES OF NORTH AMERICAN BIRDS, Bent
3.00-6.00
BIRDS OF THE OCEAN, Alexander
6.95
OWLS OF NORTH AMERICA, Eckert
29.95
OWLS OF THE WORLD, Burton
17.95
PARROTS OF THE WORLD, Forshaw/Cooper
65.00
*SEABIRDS OF BRITAIN & IRELAND, Cramp/Bourne
12.50
SHOREBORDS OF NORTH AMERICA, Stout
22.50
PORTRAITS OF TROPICAL BIRDS, Dunning
9.95
WATERFOWL OF NORTH AMERICA, Johnsgard
25.00
COLOURED KEY TO WILDFOWL OF THE WORLD, Scott
4.00

LINNAEAN FIELD CARD NEW YORK CITY REGION
TRAVELER'S LIST &_CHECKUST FOR BIRDS OF NO. ._ .
AMERICA, Tucker
:
POCKET FIELD CHECKLIST FOR BIRDS OF WESTERN NO.
AMERICA
12/1.00

10
...60
10

OTHER GUIDE BOOKS
FAUNA
FIELD GUIDE TO ANIMAL TRACKS, Murie
5.95
BATS, Allen
2.50
BUTTERFLIES OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA, Emmel
4.50
FIELD GUIDE TO THE BUTTERFLIES, Klots
5.95
BUTTERFLIES OF THE WORLD, Lewis
19.95
DESERT WILDLIFE, Jaeger
2.95
FIELD GUIDE TO THE INSECTS, Borror/White
7.50
FURBEARERS OF CALIFORNIA, Seymour
.40
FIELD GUIDE TO LARGER MAMMALS OF AFRICA,
Dorst/Dandelot
8.50
MAMMALS OF KRUGER & OTHER NAT'L PARKS, Labuschegne
1.50
FIELD GUIDE TO THE MAMMALS (U.S. & Canada), Burt
7.95
MAMMALS OF SO. WEST UNITED STATES, WITH SPECIAL
REFERENCE TO NEW MEXICO, Bailey
3.95
MARINE MAMMALS OF CALIFORNIA, Daugherty
40
FIELD GUIDE TO WESTERN REPTILES & AMPHIBIANS, Stebbins...,.6.95
GUIDE TO MEXICAN MAMMALS & REPTILES, Wright/Pelham
2.50
MOTH BOOK (No. America), Holland
4.25
COMMON SPIDERS OF THE UNITED STATES, Emerton
2.00

CHECKLISTS

FLORA

INTERNATIONAL
BIRDS OF THE CARIBBEAN COAST & SANTA MARTA
MTS./COLOMBIA, von Sneidern
1.35
BIRDS OF WESTERN ANDES (CALI), CENTRAL & WESTERN
ANDES (POPAYAN), AND THE CAUCA VALLEY (BUGA),
von Sneidern
1.35
FIELD LIST OF BIRDS FROM SO. WESTERN COLOMBIA
& AMAZONIA, Safari de Colombia
1.35
BIRDS OF EASTERN ANDES &LLANO DEL META
(BOCOTA-VILLAVICENCIO), THE WESTERN ANDES (CALI), &
THE CAUCA VALLEY, von Sneidern
1.35
FIELD CHECKLIST OF THE BIRDS OF COSTA RICA, F.C.T.
50
CHECKLIST OF THE BIRDS OF ECUADOR, Butler
3.00
CHECKLIST OF THE BIRDS OF ETHIOPIA, Urban/Brown
8.95
CHECKLIST FOR THE BIRDS OF MEXICO, Alden
:
1.00
TRAVELER'S LIST & CHECKLIST FOR BIRDS OF MEXICO,
Wauer/Tucker
75
BIRDS OF NORTHEASTERN MEXICO, AN ANNOTATED CHECKLIST,
Davis
2.25
DISTRIBUTIONAL CHECKLIST OF BIRDS OF THE CARIBBEAN
COAST OF THE PANAMA CANAL ZONE, Pujals
75
FIELD CHECKLIST OF BIRDS OF THE PANAMA CANAL ZONE,
Eisenmann
75
FIELD CHECKLIST, BIRDS OF WESTERN CHIRIQUI HIGHLANDS,
PANAMA, Eisenmann
75
CHECKLIST FOR THE BIRDS OF TURKEY, O.S.T.
3.50
REFERENCE LIST OF BIRDS OF THE WORLD, Moroney et al
8.00

NORTH AMERICA
A.B.A. CHECKLIST: BIRDS OF CONTINENTAL U.S. & CANADA,
A.B.A./A.O.U
CHECKLIST BIRDS OF ALASKA, Gibson
BIRDS OF CHUGACH NAT'L FOREST, ALASKA (Kenai Peninsula)
FIELD CHECKLIST BIRDS OF INTERIOR ALASKA, Kessel
BIRDS OF THE KODIAK NAT'L WILDLIFE REFUGE, U.S.D.I
BIRDER'S LIFE LIST & DIARY, Dietert
BIRDER'S LIFE LIST & DIARY SUPPLEMENT (Hawaii), Dietert
LA.A.S. FIELD LIST OF BIRDS OF CALIFORNIA, McCaskie
DAILY FIELD CHECKLIST BIRDS OF EASTERN NO.
AMERICA
12/1.00
CHECKLIST OF BIRDS - EVERGLADES NAT'L PARK, Ogden
COMBINATION LIST & CHECKLIST FOR BIRDS OF NO.
AMERICA, Tucker
4.95

3.50
30
20
20
20
2.95
2.95
40
10
50
8.95

WILDFLOWERS OF ALASKA, Heller
FIELD GUIDE TO COMMON & INTERESTING PLANTS OF
BAJA CALIF., Coyle/Roberts
KEY TO COASTAL & CHAPARRAL FLOWERING PLANTS
OF SO. CALIF., Collins
CALIFORNIA DESERT WILDFLOWERS, Munz
3.95
DESERT WILD FLOWERS, Jaeger
MOCKEL'S DESERT FLOWER NOTEBOOK
CALIFORNIA MOUNTAIN WILDFLOWERS, Munz
CALIF. NATIVE PLANTS DESIRABLE FOR GARDENS &
BIRD SANCTUARIES, Payne Fnd
HANDBOOK OF WILDFLOWERS, WEEDS, WILDLIFE & WEATHER
OF PALOS VERDES PENINSULA, Gales
KEY TO TREES & WILDFLOWERS OF MOUNTAINS OF SO. CALIF.,
Collins

7.50
8.50
4.95
6.50
2.95
5.95
3.95
25
3.95
7.95

CHILDREN'S NATURE GUIDES
AUDUBON BIRD STUDY PROGRAM (AP-2 kit), N.A.S
2.50
STORY OF BIRDS FOR AUDUBON JRS., N.A.S
50
STORY OF BIRDS (Leader's Guide), N.A.S
50
AUDUBON ECOLOGY STUDY PROGRAM (AP-1 kit), N.A.S
2.50
STORY OF ECOLOGY FOR AUDUBON JRS., N.A.S
70
STORY OF ECOLOGY (Leader's Guide)
50
A PLACE TO LIVE (Ecology), N.A.S
1.50
A PLACE TO LIVE (Leader's Guide), N.A.S
1.50
STORY OF PLANTS & FLOWERS FOR AUDUBON JRS., N.A.S
50
STORY OF PLANTS & FLOWERS (Leader's Guide)
50
AUDUBON'S BIRDS OF AMERICA COLORING BOOK, Kennedy ....1.35
WESTERN BIRD CHART (LW2), N.A.S
2.00

FLORA continued
CALIFORNIA SPRING WILDFLOWERS, Munz
3.95
SHORE WILDFLOWERS OF CALIFORNIA, OREGON
& WASHINGTON, Munz
3.95
6.50
WILDFLOWERS OF CALIFORNIA, Parsons
3.50
FIELD GUIDE TO THE FERNS, Cobb
5.95
FLOWERS OF THE SOUTHWEST MESAS, Patraw
1.50
FLOWERS OF THE SOUTHWEST MOUNTAINS, Arnberger
1.50
FIELD GUIDE TO ROCKY MOUNTAIN WILDFLOWERS, Craighead .5.95
PACIFIC COAST TREE FINDER, Watts
75
TREES OF NORTH AMERICA, Brockman
4.95
*WILDFLOWERS OF THE UNITED STATES,
Northwestern, Rickett (2 vols, boxed)
57.50
*WILDFLOWERS OF THE UNITED STATES,
Southwestern, Rickett (3 vols, boxed)
52.50

MISCELLANEOUS GUIDES
CALIFORNIA HISTORICAL LANDMARKS
NORTH AMERICAN DESERTS, Jaeger
FIELD GUIDE TO ROCKS & MINERALS, Pough
FIELD GUIDE TO SHELLS OF THE PACIFIC COAST, INCLUDING
HAWAII & GULF OF CALIFORNIA, Morris
FIELD GUIDE TO THE STARS & PLANETS, Menzel

1.50
6.95
5.95
5.95
6.95

MISCELLANEOUS

20% discount to Members and non-Members
when ordered through us.

BIRD FEEDERS
HUMMY-BIRD BAR, Brown
ORIOLE BAR, Brown
PARTS FOR FEEDERS (Brown)
REDWOOD FEEDER, Mahaffie
SUET FEEDER, Mahaffie

4.20
4.95
10-2.50
6.00
8.00
1.95

FIELD AIDS
ZIPPERED CANVAS TOTE BAG
LEATHERETTE CARRYING CASE & STRAP
L.A.A.S. DECAL
L.A.A.S. JACKET PATCH
INDEX TABS (BIRDS OF NORTH AMERICA)
INDEX TABS (PETERSON'S BRITAIN & EUROPE)
INDEX TABS (PETERSON EASTERN)
INDEX TABS (PETERSON'S BIRDS OF TEXAS)
INDEX TABS (PETERSON WESTERN)
PLASTIC JACKET (BIRDS OF NO. AMERICA)
PLASTIC JACKET (PETERSON GUIDES)
POCKET GUIDE TO MAMMAL TRACKS
AUDUBON BIRD CALL

3/1.50
3/3.50

50
1.25
50
'.

3/.25

1.25
1.25
10
2.50
12.95

15.00

We also carry stationery featuring distinctive
nature prints, on fine paper.

11.50
5.50
65
1.25

RECORDS
BIRDS OF THE AFRICAN RAIN FORESTS, Keith
FIELD GUIDE TO BIRD SONGS (Eastern), Peterson
(Records/Cassettes)
SONGS OF EASTERN BIRDS, Borror
MEXICAN BIRD SONGS, Davis
VOICES OF NEOTROPICAL BIRDS, Hardy
THRUSHES, WRENS & MOCKINGBIRDS, Borror
WARBLERS, Borror
FIELD GUIDE TO WESTERN BIRD SONGS, Peterson
(Records/Cassettes)
SONGS OF WESTERN BIRDS, Borror

BINOCULARS AND TELESCOPES
BUSHNELL/BAUSCH & LOMB

19.95
3.50
7.75
6.00
5.95
7.75
23.95
3.50

10% discount on any book, record or cassette priced at $5.00
or more, to L.A.A.S. Members and WESTERN TANAGER
subscribers.
WE HONOR MAIL AND PHONE ORDERS
Because of postage uncertainty, we prefer that you let us bill
you. Otherwise, make check payable to LOS ANGELES
AUDUBON SOCIETY. Add 6% tax (California only), plus
minimum 50?! postage/handling. You will be advised if
additional charges are due.
We continually add new book selections to our stock. Please
inquire for any titles not shown on this list.

All profits used to further the aims of the Los Angeles
Audubon Society,
Prices Subject to Change Without Notice.
Audubon House is open Monday-Friday, 10-3 pm

